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POLICING THE DECOR

Boston bar owner Tom English puts up displays in his establishment
every month—frogs in April because of the rain, fish over the
summer, elephants and donkeys in November. In February he
decorated his bar with stuffed monkeys and statues of primitive
tribesmen holding spears. He says he was only trying to bring a little
tropical feeling to a dreary February, but when a Boston Herald
reporter asked what the monkey stood for, an unnamed bartender
replied, “black history month.”

The story caused a furor. “That’s tantamount to a hate crime to me,”
Massachusetts Committee Against Discrimination Commissioner
Charles Walker argued. One columnist compared English’s
decorations to people throwing bricks at black kids.

English took the display down immediately after the Herald’s story
and apologized to anyone who had taken offense. The Boston
Licensing Board investigated but found no evidence for the
allegations and dismissed the case. But that wasn’t the end of it. The
Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination also investigated;
it fined English $4,000 and recommended he make another public
apology.

“I was horrified to see that there was even an investigation,” Boston
civil liberties lawyer Harvey Silverglate tells TAE. Whether the
decorations were a rude and uncivil attempt to make fun of Black
History Month or not is beside the point, Silverglate argues. “The city
of Boston surely should not and does not have the power to condition
a license on the political acceptability of the bar’s expressive
conduct.”

In other words, Tom English has First Amendment rights, and as long
as he is not refusing to serve customers on the basis of race, he is
within those rights. Of course, others disagree. Darnell Williams,
president of the New England chapter of the NAACP, says, “Any time
you make gestures against any race or ethnicity, it is contrary to our
Constitution.”

In a similar case in the 1980s, Boston wanted to shut down Sambo’s
restaurant chain because it offended some blacks who were reminded
of the children’s book Little Black Sambo. (The restaurant’s name was
actually drawn from a combination of the names of the owners—Sam
Batterstone and F. Newell Bohnett.) Officials tried to use the public
accommodations law to close the restaurant, but failed. In the end,
the chain went bankrupt. As Silverglate explains, “either the food was
bad or enough people didn’t like the name. That’s the way a free
country works.”

—Naomi Schaefer is an assistant  editor at Commentary
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